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The Photograph on the front of this month’s magazine has been supplied by James
Wong of Epping Forest Divisiion
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What’s Happening in our Divisions?
Braintree
White Notley Village Hall

Saturday 26 February ANNUAL DINNER at 7.30pm at Rivenhall Golf Club,
Witham.
Friday 25 March 7:30pm Honey Production: From Extractor to Jar

Chelmsford
Margaretting Village Hall, Wantz Rd, Margaretting, CM4 0EP

Tues 15 February 7:30 pm – 9:30 pm Beekeeping Q&A Tuesday 15
March 7:30pm Subject tba
§

Colchester

Langham Community Centre, School Rd, Langham, Colchester CO4 5PA

Thursday, 24 February 19:30 Subject tbc

Harlow
The King’s Church, Red Willow, Harlow

Thursday, 3 February at 8:00 pm – 10:00 pm. Subject tbc

Maldon &Dengie
The OAKhouse, High Street, Maldon CM9 5PR

Monday 21 February 7.30pm for 8pm guest speaker: Ted Gradosielski
“Queen Rearing”
Monday 21 March 7.30 for 8.00pm guest speaker, Eric Beaumont: The
Forthcoming Beekeeping Season

Romford

Chadwick Hall rear of St Michaels Church RM2 5EL

Thu 3 February, 20:00 – 22:00 Spring Preparation with Pat Allen Thurs
3 March – No Details

Saffron Walden
Thu 3 February 08:00 PM. Zoom: Beekeeping in Skeps - with Chris Park
Thu 24 February 07:45 PM. Zoom: Apitherapy with Dr Gerry Brierley
Saturday 21 March 2:00pm AGM followed by a speaker, Pauline Hurd from
QMC, London: Honeybees Are What They Eat.

Southend
Weds 23 February 7.30. Zoom: Planting for Bees – a talk by Rosi Rollings
(from www.rosybee.com, a specialist plant nursery and research centre,
providing the best plants for bees and other pollinating insects) Weds 23
March - No details
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Update from the CEC Chair

-

Jane Ridler

A belated Happy New Year to you all. I won’t say any more about Covid,
apart from fingers crossed for Happy
Beekeeping in 2022.
Hopefully, you already have your equipment
cleaned and stored and your oxalic acid
treatment for varroa completed if that is part
your IPM programme. As the days lengthen
through January, it is likely that most hives
contain brood and a spring varroicide (not
oxalic acid!) should be your treatment of
choice looking forward. We find, where we
are, among the rape fields, that spring
treatment is very difficult with its early flowering, but MAQ strips are
permissible with honey on the supers and the treatment can be carried out
quickly. Thymol based treatments have neither of these advantages. At
Saffron Walden Division, we enjoyed an excellent presentation in November
from Dr David Evans on ‘Rational Varroa Control’ on Zoom. His
recommendation of ensuring the winter bees were as healthy as possible and
oxalic acid treatment in early December as the most likely broodfree time
made a lot of sense in varroa control - and we treated well before Christmas.
The CEC met by Zoom as usual in early January. Admin issues included
discussion of the Education and Research Funds and the possible changing
the
EBKA financial year to correspond with the BBKA’s. Pat Allen, County
Treasurer, will be contacting Div. Treasurers again. We also accepted the
update of the Safeguarding Policy and looked at improving communication on
trading activities. If you are interested in more detail, the Minutes of every
CEC meeting are uploaded on the EBKA website shortly after their ratification
at the subsequent meeting. We have meetings every two months, so the
Minutes of this January’s meeting will be uploaded after the March CEC
meeting. Please do get involved in all your Division’s and the County activities
and by coming along to the AGM on 12 th March when you can make your
opinions count. There’s also a first-class lecture on bee nutrition after the
official business (see flyer).
Important County Event dates :

•

EBKA AGM - Saturday 12th March 2022, 2.00pm. Please see the flyer in
this magazine for more details on page 6. Because of the current Covid
situation, decisions whether to hold the AGM in person or not will be made
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by 11th February. Documents and the agenda will be circulated via The
Essex Beekeeper and eR2.
•

Ted Hooper Memorial Lecture 2022 – Saturday 18th June at the Wax
Chandlers’ Hall, City of London. The main speaker will be Vince Gallo on
“How to build honeycomb – a bricklayer’s perspective”. (This was also
presented at the 2021 National Honey Show in November last. More details
on timings, booking and costs will be available soon. There will also be an
introduction to the work of the Wax Chandlers, and refreshments.

•

EBKA Annual Conference – Sunday 13th November 2022 at Copped Hall in
Epping, arranged this year by Epping Forest Division. More details will be
announced as usual at the AGM in March.

•

The EBKA Honey Show – this is less certain as yet, but the Orsett Show is
likely to go ahead on Saturday 3rd September 2022.
So, save the dates!

Please don’t forget that your subs are due if you haven’t already paid up.
Regards. Jane
Chair, CEC.

A Quiz
1. What two names are given to the final stage of metamorphosis of an
insect’s development?
2. What is trophallaxis: immobility caused by ‘fainting’ | food sharing | a bee
shaking another prior to swarming?
3. What is a kairomone: a queen piping sound| a parasite in the gut of the
bee | a chemical used by a parasite to help locate a host?
4. What do Manley, castellations, ‘plastic metal ends’, and Hoffman have in
common?
5. What is another name for a Baldock cage? Answers on Page 15
With thanks to Medway BKA via eBees
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Essex Beekeepers Association AGM 2022
Date: Saturday 12 March 2022, at 2pm
Venue: Jubilee Hall, New Hall School, The Avenue,
Boreham, Chelmsford, CM3 3HS
The meeting will follow the normal format: EBKA
business, followed by refreshments, and a lecture from
a guest speaker.
Speaker: Dr Paul Hurd, Queen Mary College, London:
Honey bees are what they eat: how do differing diets
result in queens or workers?”

We are planning to hold an event where EBKA members can meet in person,
but this will be reviewed in February and confirmation sent to members by
email. If it is decided that the AGM cannot be held in person, it will take place
on Zoom.
The Agenda for the meeting is available in this issue of the Essex Beekeeper.
Further information and other documentation will also be available in the
March issue of the magazine.
Profile of Our AGM Guest Speaker, Paul J. Hurd BSc, PhD, FHEA
Paul Hurd is a Principal Investigator, Group Leader and
Reader in Epigenetics at Queen Mary College, University of
London. His research group is particularly interested in how
diet can result in three different outcomes (queens, workers
and drones) from the same honey bee genome. The Hurd lab
manage and maintain their own honey bee research hives
and lab work is funded by the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research
Council, the Royal Society and the European Union.
Title: "Honey bees are what they eat: how do differing diets result in queens
or workers?"
Summary: Honey bee larvae destined to become workers are fed worker jelly
followed by a diet of nectar/pollen, and those destined to become queens are
fed royal jelly. These differing diets are then maintained over the entire
lifetime of the adult. Dr Hurd will discuss the very latest advances in scientific
technology that have allowed us to investigate how a diet of royal jelly results
in a queen and why workers are different.
The Essex Beekeeper.
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Agenda for 142nd Annual General Meeting 2022
to be held
on

Saturday 12 March 2022 at 2pm
at
Jubilee Hall, New Hall School, Boreham, Chelmsford Essex CM3 3HS
1
2

Apologies for absence
Minutes of the 141th AGM held on 20th March 2021

3

Report of the Chair of the Central Executive Committee (CEC)

4

General Treasurer’s Report & Approval of the 2021 Accounts

5

Written Reports of other members of the CEC

6

Election of County Officers (Trustees)
CEC Chair,
General Treasurer, and
General Secretary

7
8

Notification of the 2022 Divisional Voting Members and 2023 Presiding Officer
Election of County (non Trustee) Appointees
President
BBKA Delegate
Editor (The Essex Beekeeper)
Education Secretary
Examinations Secretary
EBKA Show Secretary

9
10

NHS Delegate
Membership Secretary
Bee Health Secretary
Notification of CEC Appointees and Co-opted Members.
Confirmation of the Accounts Examiner (External Auditor)

11

Proposition: That the official name Dengie Hundred, Maldon and District be changed
to Maldon & Dengie Hundred

12

2022 Conference Preview

13

Installation of the 2022 Presiding Officer

14

Reading from the Book of Commemoration

Notification of awards and certificates by the EBKA President, Jean Smye.
be presented at the 2022 Annual Conference

These will

The AGM Keynote Speech:

Honeybees are what they eat:
how do differing diets result in queens or workers?
Dr Paul Hurd, Queen Mary College, London (see page 6)
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Need Bees?
We will have three 5-frame nuclei available in April, which we'd like to offer for
sale to EBKA members.
Each Nuc contains a family of bees and brood and a mated 2021 Buckfast Queen.
We don't mark or clip our Queens, but this could be done if needed.
Supplied in a Correx Nuc containing 5 British standard National frames
Collection from Colchester in April or May
These are lovingly reared bees, sold 'Not for Profit'.
Max of 1 nuc per EBKA member please!
£150 per Nuc,
profits being donated to the 'Bees For Development' charity.
Ring Paul Hood on 07785 425100

Approved National Bee Supplies stockist
and distributor.
Local beekeeping supplies with
everything you need for your honeybees.
Open by appointment.
Please contact Wendy to arrange a time on the following days:
Mon & Thurs:
1:30 – 5:30pm.
12:30.
Closed Bank Holidays

Wed & Sat:

8:30 –

Contact by phone on 07764 609 803 or via website:
beeshedstock.co.uk:
Address: Meepshole, Great Prestons Lane, STOCK, Essex, CM4 9RL
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Minutes of the 141st AGM 2021
Minutes of the 141st AGM 2021

Saturday 20 March 2021
The AGM was held virtually using Zoom as allowed for in the Rules of
the Association
These minutes will be considered correct if no objection is
raised in writing or by email before Saturday 31st May 2021.
Any point challenged will be brought before the next meeting
for amendment/ correction of the record.

Presiding Officer: Jan Tutton (Chelmsford Division)
Also present: As Attendance List collated from the Zoom screen
A period of silence was observed to remember our fellow beekeepers who had
died during the past year.

Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were received from: Katy Langley, (Epping Forest) and
Ian Milligan, (Colchester).

Minutes of 140th AGM
The Minutes of the last AGM were published in The Essex Beekeeper for review
by members and were on the EBKA Website. No challenges to the accuracy
had been received so the Minutes were signed by the Presiding Officer as a
true record.

Minutes of the Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) held on 5th
January 2021
The Minutes of the EGM were published in The Essex Beekeeper and formed
part of the Agenda papers on the EBKA Website. No challenges to the accuracy
had been received so the Minutes were signed by the Presiding Officer as a
true record.

Report of the Chair of the Central Executive Committee (CEC)
The CEC Chair (Jane Ridler) had published her report for members in the
March issue of The Essex Beekeeper and formed part of the Agenda papers on
the EBKA Website. An appropriately modified version will be submitted to the
Charity Commission.
It had been an unusual year with the pandemic affecting and restricting many
of our main activities. However, virtual meetings held during the year had
resulted in members accessing other meetings. There had been successes such
The Essex Beekeeper. February 2022
9

as holding the general husbandry course and making good progress on setting
our governance codes including guidelines on Covid precautions during the
forthcoming beekeeping season.
Further work on the Association moving towards adopting the charitable status
of a CIO had raised some fundamental issues as to whether the EBKA was the
type of charity that would benefit from becoming a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation. A meeting at which a member and former senior London
solicitor answered questions highlighted the need for the Association to
discontinue with the conversion until such time such a move would be
beneficial. A Proposition adopting this stance was to be taken later at the
AGM.
The change in direction has led the CEC to establish sufficient indemnity
insurance for the trustees. Another issue that has arisen from the CIO
exercises was the lack of understanding of the leases on land taken out by
divisions, some going back many years. It was important that the EBKA
codifies its position and help was needed to complete this exercise. Any
member who could assist would be most welcome and should contact the Chair
of the CEC.
At the BBKA Annual meeting in January it was noted that they were raising
their subscription next year. However, it was for the CEC to decide on the
level of the Association’s rate of subscription and this may mitigate the
increase by the BBKA.
The Chair thanked those retiring from their roles with EBKA: Robert Silver for
his work on The Essex Beekeeper; Don McHale, Trustee for Epping Forest:
Vanessa Wilkinson, Trustee for Saffron Walden; Tony Rand, General Secretary
and Trustee for Colchester; Katy Langley and Salma Attan (joint Bee Health
Secretaries and AHAT Co-ordination); Ted Gradosielski, Chair of the
Governance Committee and Michael Webb who from September 2020 has
been Acting Secretary following Tony Rand’s resignation.
It was disappointing that still we have no Education Secretary and members
interested in this role and that of Editor of The Essex Beekeeper should contact
the Chair of the CEC. Following Ted Gradosielski’s retirement as the Chair of
the Governance Committee, it has been agreed by the CEC that members of
the committee should elect a Chair from their membership on a rolling basis.
5.

Proposition

The Presiding Officer read the proposition that was also shown on screen:To discontinue with the conversion of the Association to a
Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (CIO) until such time that the CEC
conclude that it would be beneficial for the Association to do so
The Essex Beekeeper.
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Members were asked to vote using the listing shown on screen allowing a vote
for, against or to abstain.
52 voted in favour of accepting the proposition, 1 vote against and 5
abstained. The proposition was carried.
6.

General Treasurer's Report & Approval of the 2020 Accounts

The General Treasurer (Pat Allen) reported that the examined accounts were
sent to all members using the eR2 system. It had been an extraordinary year
without a County Show, Conference and with few courses and virtual Member
meetings. The following items in the 2020 Accounts were worthy of
comment:the Gift Aid income of £13,017 covering some two years. printing costs of
£3,614 resulted from the late presentation of a 2019 invoice. EBKA
capitation was down reflecting the decision of the CEC but this may change
next year if the Trustees agree to absorb the 2022 increase in the BBKA
capitation or assist Divisions with the printing costs of the magazine. a
donation of £1,000 to help ameliorate the cost holding the virtual National
Honey Show. This payment fitted in with the Association’s charitable
objectives.
There had been an adjustment on the Balance Sheet to show the £1 share held
by each Division in BDI which previously had been shown as one share held by
the EBKA.
The Divisional Treasurers and Membership Secretaries were thanked for their
co-operation throughout the year and, in particular, Jan Tutton of Chelmsford
Division who worked tirelessly to set up and understand eR2.
Members were asked to vote using the listing shown on screen allowing a vote
for, against or to abstain.
50 voted in favour of approving the 2020 Accounts, 1 vote against and 7
abstained. The Accounts were approved and signed by the Presiding Officer
subject to one minor amendment to the text.

7.

Written Reports of other members of the CEC

The Examinations Secretary (Steph Green) noted that Covid 19 had prevented
the BBKA offering beekeeping exams in 2020. Module exams in 2021 can be
taken online using a platform called Inspera with the first online exams being
held in April. There was a new process for applying for exams through eR2
with access to the BBKA Exam Portal. It was hoped that practical assessments
would go ahead and members were encouraged to register their interest in
taking the Basic Assessment and General Husbandry exams to improve their
beekeeping.

8.
Election of County Officers (Trustees): CEC Chair, General
Secretary and General Treasurer.
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The names of the appointees, the proposer and seconder were shown on the
screen and read out by the Presiding Officer. The vote was by a show of
hands.
Post

CEC Chair

General Secretary

General
Treasurer

Candidate

Jane Ridler

Vanessa Wilkinson

Pat Allen

Proposer

Jan Tutton

Michael Webb

Paul Wiltshire

Seconder

Pat Allen

Jane Ridler

Pauline Tidmas

Votes For

59

60

Votes Against

0

0

Abstentions

2

1

Result

Jane was willing
to continue and
was re-elected

Vanessa was appointed
replacing Michael Webb
as Acting Secretary

Pat was willing to
continue and
was reelected
nem con:

9.
Notification of 2021 Divisional Voting Members and 2022
Presiding Officer
Braintree
Chelmsford
Colchester
Maldon & Dengie
Epping Forest
Harlow
Romford
Saffron Walden
Southend

Bridget Mudd
Jan Tutton
Andrew Linley
Glenn Mayes
Simon
Nicholson
Nick Holmes
Jim McNeill
Linda Yeats
Chris Allen

The 2022 Presiding Officer will be a member from Harlow Division yet to be
agreed.

10. Election of 2021 of County (non Trustee) Appointees
The names of the appointees, the proposer and seconder were shown on the
screen and read out by the Presiding Officer. The vote was by a show of hands
and all County Appointees were elected nem con.
Post Name
Proposer
Seconder
President
Jean Smye
Pat Allen
Jim McNeill
The Essex Beekeeper.
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BBKA Delegate Richard Ridler
NHS Delegate
Jim McNeill
Editor (The Essex no
nominations Beekeeper)
Show Secretary Michael Webb

Steph Green
Pat Holden
Jean Smye
Terry Watson
Simon Nicholson
Norman McDonald Simon
Nicholson
No Nominations
Jane Ridler
Tony

Education Secretary
Examinations
Steph Green
Secretary
Yeats
Bee Health
Dave Garrett
Katy Langley
Secretary
Salma Attan

11. Notification of CEC Appointees and Co-opted Members
Membership Secretary
Chair of Governance SubCommittee
Minutes Secretary
Book of Commemoration Secretary
Webmaster
eR2 Manager

No candidate
Rolling appointment from
amongst the committee
No candidate
Penny Learmonth
Nick Holmes
Garth Milford

12. Confirmation of Accounts Examiner
The Acting Secretary reported that appointment of an accounts examiner for
the forthcoming year had yet to be agreed. This year the accounts examiner
waived a fee for undertaking this task. A replacement would be appointed,
reported to the CEC and subject to a fee not exceeding £500.

13. EBKA Conference 2021 - given by Jan Tutton
The conference preview given last year entitled 20:20 Vision would not be
appropriate having had to cancel last year’s event. The Planning Committee
have had to look at the current restrictions on holding events and will be
meeting in mid-April to review their plans for a 2021 conference. Once more
concrete plans have been agreed these would be taken back to the CEC for
approval as to the approach adopted this year when holding this event.

14. Installation of the 2021 Presiding Officer
It was agreed by the CEC and with her agreement that Jan Tutton, Trustee
for Chelmsford, would be Presiding Officer for a second year.

15. Reading from the Book of Commemoration.
Penny Learmonth reported that the entries for those members who died during
the last year had not been completed due to the restrictions resulting from the
Covid pandemic. Penny read the from the Book of Commemoration the
passage that she said had been written many years ago and represented the
very essence of our Association.
The Essex Beekeeper.
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The first virtual AGM was formally closed at 2.40pm
Following the AGM there was an excellent virtual presentation by Tony
Gunton on Solitary Bees.
It was considered a fitting subject for a Keynote Address as so many of our
members have been self-isolating during the past year. Tony said that there
were over 250 species in the UK including Mason bees, Mining Bees, Sweat
bees, Wool-Carder bees, Carpenter bees and Leaf Cutter bees. Although these
are known as Solitary bees many chose to nest in sites close together. These
Solitary bees have been declining in numbers principally due to a loss of
suitable habitat. They were vital pollinators emerging in the Spring with the
males waiting to mate with the females. In the nest the eggs hatch as larvae,
feed on the pollen and nectar, pupate and emerge in the following Spring.
Tony explained how materials can be used to create bee hotels and he also
highlighted the many bee friendly plants that can create an environment to
help these bees.
Jean Smye, the Association’s President, thanked Tony for a most interesting
and enlightening talk. It illustrated not only his long-time interest in solitary
bees but also the importance of how we depend on these bees as pollinators.

The BBKA Basic Assessment – an Assessor’s
Perspective
I have been a BBKA Assessor for the Basic Assessment for more than 10
years now, and in that time, I have assessed candidates for London BKA
(LBKA) and North London BKA (NLBKA) as well as Essex BKA. Candidates in
Essex usually come to my apiary, but for the others I travel to their
Association apiaries. NLBKA is very lucky to have a beautiful and wellequipped
apiary on the edge of Hampstead Heath, very sheltered with lots of forage for
the bees.
Every candidate is different of course, but it is
interesting to see the similarities within BKAs and
Divisions that reflect the teaching within that
group. I have picked up a number of tips which I
have adopted (or adapted) and passed on in my
own teaching. So it’s not only the candidate who
learns something.
Candidates are naturally nervous, and we Assessors try to put them at ease
from the start. We want them to pass, and we want them to enjoy the
The Essex Beekeeper.
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Assessment experience. In our training we are encouraged to make the
assessment process a teaching opportunity as much as a test. It is always a
pleasure when a candidate is completely at home with the bees – even
though these are, of course, not their own bees.
I believe most Assessors find the most difficult thing with the Basic
Assessment is keeping to the suggested time limit. This is where a candidate’s
preparation and practice can help so that answers come more quickly, and
practical tasks take less time. I remember one candidate who had still not
finished making up the frame after 40 minutes! This happened only once; I
don’t give candidates so long anymore.
I have been a beekeeper now for over 40 years, I love the bees and
beekeeping and I think it is the most wonderful hobby. I’m so glad I got into
it. Also, I love teaching people – beekeepers or general public – about bees
and beekeeping. Being an Assessor gives me opportunity to share my love of
our craft. Not everyone will pass the Assessment, I have had to fail a handful
of candidates over the years, but failure is rare and can be avoided by
studying the syllabus and good preparation. If your division runs a 'Basic
Preparation’ session then do take advantage of it, this will help your
beekeeping husbandry even if you do not take the Assessment. You may even
decide to give yourself another year’s beekeeping before doing the
Assessment.
To finish, here are a few tips for success and to make the Assessor’s life
easier:
• Study the syllabus – not everything will come up, but anything can.
swarming and diseases are most important topics.
• Practise collecting a sample of bees and know what cohort of bees you need
for the stated purpose. (I have lost count of the times I have been told “Oh,
I’ve never done this before”.)
• Practise putting frames together. (The Assessor does not want to hear “My
other half usually makes the frames”. Remember this is your Assessment,
not your other half’s.)
• Most of all relax and enjoy it. The Assessor will want you to pass.
Pat Allen, Romford Beekeeping Association and BBKA Basic Assessor.
The Essex Beekeeper.
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BBKA Exams and Assessments
As Exam Secretary I am writing to
promote the value of the BBKA
practical assessments and written
module exams and to explain the
application process.
Why take an exam or assessment?
I’d say you’d gain these three ‘C’s
•
Confidence
•
Competence
•

Communication
Steph Green: Saffron Walden Honey stall 2021

Beekeeping is a craft; there is skill and knowledge in the things we do and
when and how we do them. We apply our knowledge and proficiency to
situations as they present themselves. Skill can undoubtedly be enhanced
over time, and knowledge gained in various ways; from watching and learning
from experienced beekeepers, to reading material or attending lectures etc. I
have found that working towards and completing my Basic Assessment and
then studying for module exams has encouraged me to learn and then retain
information. This has improved my confidence in what I do and in sharing my
knowledge with others, and I have also found my beekeeping has become
more pleasurable as a result.
BBKA Assessments and Modules
The BBKA assessments are aimed at assessing practical ability in an apiary
setting. They start with the Basic Assessment which is a test of one’s basic
competence as a beekeeper. I would recommend this to everyone who has
kept bees for more than a year. The assessment is taken with an Essex
Assessor usually in their apiary. It is a friendly assessment in that you are
given every opportunity to do well, and the assessor will chat through things
with you along the way. It is important to check the syllabus and ensure you
can answer questions put to you. In Essex, we run the basic assessments
between May and July. Requests to take the basic should come to me by
email (see below).
Other assessments include Bee Health; The General Husbandry Certificate;
and the Advanced Husbandry Certificate. There are also specific assessments
for special interest including Bee breeding, Show Judge and Microscopy.
Please see the BBKA website for more information.
The Essex Beekeeper.
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The BBKA Modules are written exams and cover subject matters as outlined
below. The first three modules have a particular relevance to what we do in
our day to day beekeeping. New for 2022 is a stand-alone module called
‘Plants and Pollinators’.
Syllabi, reading lists, information on exam technique and model answers for
modules 1-3 are all available on the BBKA website. The module syllabi have
been updated in 2021 so make sure you have the updated versions. Past
papers may be purchased from the BBKA shop.
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module

1
2
3
5
6
7
8

Honey Bee Management
Honey Bee Products and Forage
Honey Bee Pests, Diseases and Poisoning
Honey Bee Biology
Honey Bee Behaviour
Selection and Breeding of Honey Bees
Honey Bee Management, Health and History

Exams can be taken twice yearly, in March and November.. This year the
dates are 19th March (with a closing date of 7th February) and 12th
November (Closing date 29th September).
Online Exams
For the first time in 2021, and partly in response to the pandemic, the BBKA
has made the module exams available on their website. A video run-through
of an exam paper is available online in the FAQ’s section under Written Exams
if you are interested in knowing more.
If you wish to take exam online it is important to check first that your
computer hardware and software is compatible. Registration also involves a
short online process to check the software is installed correctly and the
hardware is working correctly.
If you are not a fan of using a computer, it is still possible to take a written
exam locally. All information about cost, application deadlines etc. are
available online.

The process for applying to take an exam.
This process applies to taking any assessment or exam.
1. Decide on the exam you wish to do
2. Check the closing date and download the syllabus and reading list. If
planning to do an online exam check your system compatibility.
3. E-mail me to tell me which exam you wish to take and when. I no
longer receive paper application forms or handle money. As Exam
Secretary I have access to the BBKA Exam System via er2 and can
generate a link direct to the BBKA online application which is sent
The Essex Beekeeper.
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

directly to you. It will be sent to the e-mail address you registered
with.
Complete your BBKA online application and make payment. If you are
unable to apply in this way then you can call the BBKA direct.
If you are taking a Basic Assessment or Bee Health exam I will
arrange the assessor for you. In some cases, I organise the day and
time, but mostly I will put you in touch with an assessor who will
decide these things with you.
If you are taking an online module all correspondence will come direct
from the BBKA. If you are taking a written module, I will be in touch to
tell you where the exam will be held and to confirm timings etc.
All other assessments are arranged through the BBKA.
Cancellation: Exams once paid for are no longer carried over from one
year to the next. If you decide you are unable to take the exam or
assessment as planned, you are eligible for a refund of your fee minus
a £10 administration fee if you notify the BBKA at least one month
before the exam or assessment. Otherwise, no refund will be issued.

EBKA awards
The EBKA has two awards to recognise achievement. The Miss Avey award is
given to successful candidates who do well in an assessment. They are as
follows: Basic Assessment Distinction £50; General Husbandry Pass £80;
Advanced Husbandry Pass £100. The Ted Hooper award goes to anyone
gaining a Distinction in a Module Exam.
Finally…
Taking an exam or assessment can seem to be a bit daunting but if you are
properly prepared it needn’t be. There have been a number of recent articles
in the BBKA news by people who successfully negotiated the BA last summer.
The BBKA are also running a series in the BBKA News on “Taking the Basic’
from January 2022. Hopefully this will encourage you. If you are interested in
taking a Module exam it might be worth setting up a study group or asking
for tips from people who have successfully completed exams. I’m sure there
are plenty of people out there, in your division or elsewhere in Essex, who
would be willing to help.
Good Luck
Steph Green, Saffron Walden Division and EBKA Exam Secretary.
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Bee Business
The weather is mild, the bees are flying, the shed door is
open, and the radio is on. The music of Classic FM is drowned
by the sounds of scraping, nailing, and general hammering.
I hope the neighbours have their windows closed! What could be nicer than to
escape the house for a few hours to check, repair and clean your stored
equipment? The smell of beeswax and wood is very evocative, especially when
mixed with stored apples, quinces and pears.
I am rather mean (read green?) and try to reuse all my equipment. Scrape off
the wax and check in the frame joints for wax-moth larvae. Some frames and
wax will be beyond re-use and will make a good bonfire. All the cleaned
equipment then gets a scorching or a soda-crystal wash. I have used
sterilizing chemicals, but even after a thorough airing, the bees did not like it taking a long time to accept the frames, and some of the wires had corroded.
If you have an old Burco, boiling wooden frames is great.
If in doubt, burn it. The last thing you
need is rampant wax moth etc in your
stored frames. I am a bit fussy about
old brood comb in particular, as it can
carry disease. However, if it is
clean, it is very valuable when you are
making up nucleus or spitting colonies.
Remember drawn wax takes bees a
great deal of bee energy to produce,
better if they are making new brood or
honey for you. Over winter, I keep my
drawn frames outside in the cold, to kill
off pests and diseases, but a few days
in a freezer is good too.
I use a lidded bin to store wild wax,
mouldy drawn comb, and comb with old stores in.
The wax is ready to be cleaned off the frames and will be melted down
in the solar extractor in May and then swap it for new foundation at a
fraction of the cost.
Once you have decided what you need to do, check your equipment, and order
new kit where necessary. There are often sales on at this time of year, so get
in early.
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Generally, I have plenty of kit and it will clean up well for next season,
however, here is a list for my next trip to beekeeper suppliers:

•

Deeper ekes to make space for fondant, I’m fed up with squashing the
sticky stuff down in the plastic bags because 30 mm deep ekes are too
shallow, and empty supers have too much cold air space. I’m after 70
mm spaces.

•

Belts to keep hives safe when being moved or in very windy weather.
Even deep hive lids look rather balanced on top of the eke and winter
insulation, so strap them down.

•

New varroa boards. They do get brittle with time. They always need
trimming to fit, one size never fits all hive floors.

•

Pollen patty, to give them a boost in March.

It is a good time to check out for vermin in your storage. If you
don’t seal your boxes properly, mice will get in and destroy your
precious drawn comb. The brood box pictured below was
condemned to be cleared out anyway, but it demonstrates the
irreparable damage vermin can do. Also remember that the comb
will be holding food for bees and people, so hygiene is paramount.
If it is too cold to be out in the shed, check your records to help make a plan
of what you want to achieve next year. Think about what went badly last year
- and what you need to do to improve your bee keeping. Do you want to
create more colonies or reduce? Which are your favourite bees, and which
would you like to re-queen or
combine? Are you after more
honey, or more colonies next
year? Do you know what the
local farmers have planted? If
there is rape, get ready for an
early honey flow.
Fingers crossed! Now is the
time to read those BBKA news
magazines and beekeeping
books, to inspire you to try
new things this year, and to
deepen your understanding of
the fascinating life of bees.
Margaret Cameron, Chelmsford Division.
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Quiz Answers. (From Quiz on page 5)
1. imago or adult.
2. food sharing; the mutual exchange of regurgitated liquids between
adult social insects or between them and their larvae.
3. chemical used by a parasite to help locate a host; for example, small
hive beetles are attracted by the alarm pheromone of honey bees.
4. methods of controlling frame spacing, by either frame design, or a
separate device
5. crown of thorns (COT) queen cage, made with gramophone needles.
Apparently, Mr Baldock, who lived in Tunbridge Wells, wasn’t a
beekeeper but was an eccentric inventor.
I’m sure that there are Essex members out there who
would like to submit quiz questions (and answers!) so,
please put finger to keyboard and send me some. Editor

Marmalade – this month’s recipe
Clear honey usually recrystallises during
storage if it’s not sold, given away or scoffed in
time. Although you can remelt it again you can
easily convert this – perfectly delicious but a
bit unsightly – honey into honey marmalade.
Rather than peel loads of oranges or lemons you can
use the ready prepared washed, peeled, sliced and
diced stuff available from Lakeland. I doubt anyone
trying it would be able to tell the difference (and, if
it was a gift, they should be too grateful and polite
to mention it even if they could) and it takes a
fraction of the time to make.
The instructions* are on the side of the prepared, tinned oranges or lemons. The
water content of honey is about 20% (not a good enough answer for the BBKA
module examinations, but good enough for our purposes). Therefore 5lb. of
honey is effectively 4lb. of sugar plus 1lb. of water. The Lakeland Home Cook**
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prepared fruit specifies adding 4lb. of sugar plus 425ml (3/4 pint) of water … that
means you can simply replace the entire sugar and water content of the recipe
with 5lb. of honey.
What could be easier? Any sort of honey will do, but something with a distinctive
flavour is better than a bland OSR mix from early in the season. Heather honey
makes very fine marmalade if you’ve got any spare though it’s a bit too
overpowering for my taste. I’ve used both the orange and the lemon prepared
fruit, and both are delicious.
Honey
marmalade
keeps well, so it
can be prepared
now for
Christmas gifts.
The addition of a
splash (or two)
of good whisky –
or, for Irish
readers, whiskey
– makes it
particularly good.
This should be
added right at
the end. Take the
pan off the hob,
Ingredients
allow to cool for
about 10 minutes, stir in about 50ml of your chosen tipple and then dispense into
pre-warmed jars. To avoid the fruit settling unevenly, give each jar a gentle stir
with a teaspoon 15-20 minutes later. A single tin of prepared fruit together with
5 lb of honey and a splash of whisky makes six full 1lb jars plus enough left over
to have on your toast for a week.
Bon Appetit
* Almost every batch I have prepared has needed a few minutes over the 15
minutes recommended for the ‘rolling boil’ to ensure it sets properly. Ensure
that it readily forms a skin when you put a teaspoon onto a chilled plate
before bottling the marmalade.
** Other shops and supermarkets stock ‘Mamade’
Reproduced here by kind permission of David Evans, aka The Apiarist
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BBKA Spring Convention, 8 – 10 April 2022

Please note that booking opens on 31 st January. Many
workshops are very popular and become fully booked quite
quickly; accommodation on site is limited and also books up
early on
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A Busy Year at Braintree Division
Braintree BKA held five extremely interesting events in 2021 and as
EBKA divisions are preparing their 2022 programmes, we’d like to share
them with everyone.
Soap making workshop - Dr Sara Robb
In November, Dr Sara Robb delivered a
longawaited soap making workshop; we had
to postpone the event several times due to
Covid. In the past Sara has visited us to
give lectures and soap making
demonstrations, and our members now
wanted a hands-on session. We held two
back-to-back workshops on a Saturday and
members made three products – Sherbet
Lemon & Honey
Shampoo Bar, Honey Hand Cream and Lime,
Sea Salt & Beeswax Soap. She began each session by demonstrating the
soap making as this would have been difficult to undertake in small groups
without protective goggles (the lye solution used in soap making is a caustic
substance). Afterwards, we broke out into groups of four to make the other
two items and everyone went away with three products and product
formulation sheets. Sara gave us important information about the legalities
of selling cosmetics and explained how members can obtain licences for
selling these products. Each workshop had 16 people attending and lasted
2.5 hours. We subsidized this event with members paying just £15 each.
Willow weaving Xmas Social - Debbie Hart
We like to hold one meeting per year that is not beekeeping-related so that
members can bring their families. In the past we’ve made Xmas table
decorations in a cup and saucer, floral arrangements using a potato wrapped
in foil (instead of oasis) and willow wreaths - all these designs were
embellished with beeswax rolled candles. For December 2021 we invited
Debbie Hart to show us how to make a Xmas star using willow. Debbie is an
Essex-based willow artist and is well-known for her large designs of World
War Two tanks that can be viewed on the
roundabouts in Chelmsford and the three life-sized Tudor characters in
Cressing Temple Barns’ Walled Garden. It was an informal session with
Debbie demonstrating the fundamentals and then walking around the tables
giving individual help. Festive refreshments were provided and there was a
beekeeping equipment sales table and a raffle. A very enjoyable event.
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Skep making day - Chris Park
A full write-up of this workshop has already featured in December’s edition of
EBKA News. It was quite an expensive event but well worth the outlay. We
asked members to pay £20 per skep or £10 if
they wanted to observe and Braintree Division
subsidized the rest. Chris Park was so
entertaining with his many fascinating tales and
his expert tuition, that we’re hoping to arrange a
coach trip to his organic farm in the Vale of the
White Horse. His biography says that ‘his work
is wide and varied, from arts and craft,
ancient technologies, experimental
archaeology, eco building, story-telling,
folk music and raising awareness of the
heritage of beekeeping’
Top-bar and
Warré hives - Peter Aldridge
This event featured in the January issue of EBKA News. An excellent talk and
demonstration delivered by Peter Aldridge of Chelmsford Division. If you
haven’t heard one of Peter’s talks, we can thoroughly recommend inviting him
to one of your meetings in 2022. As a follow-on, we’ve invited Jane and
Richard Ridler to give a talk on Bees Abroad in November 2022 to hear how
top-bar hives are used in Africa.
Braintree Division Annual Honey Show
This event took place in October and was a great success despite entries
being slightly down on previous years with 27 members making 78 entries.
The rise in Covid cases in the autumn was probably to blame for the reduced
number of entries. Jim and Liz McNeil judged the honey and confectionery
respectively. Whilst judging took place, Neil Reeve (our Treasurer) gave an
excellent talk and demonstration on mead making. Members were able to
sample mead, melomel (fruit mead) and cyser (apple/cider mead) and
hopefully everyone will be inspired to enter the mead classes in our 2022
Honey Show.
In addition to these indoor events, we also held our usual summer
programme of outdoor apiary meetings on Sunday afternoons throughout the
summer. Venues included Dawes Hall, Fambridge Hall, The Rectory at
Wickham Bishops, Stebbing, Black Notley and our annual BBQ in Shalford.
We’ve got some exciting venues planned for Summer 2022.
NOTE: All the meetings mentioned above adhered to the Covid guidelines
and regulations that were current at the time. Jan French
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Can we take anything for Certan?
Certan B401 was used as a treatment for wax-moth to
protect comb during winter storage. It was withdrawn
in 2019 and has been replaced by B402, currently
only available in the US.
Certain B401/402 is a suspension of Bacillus thuringiensis spores and proteins.
It is a biological product, non-toxic for bees, but, as David Evans writes, ‘If
ingested by the larvae of wax moths, the δ- endotoxin component dissolves in
the alkaline environment of the gut, is activated following cleavage by gut
proteases and then ‘punches’ a hole through the gut wall.’
Just because something is a biological product doesn’t mean that it can’t
sometimes do a lot of harm!
However, there are other products available to control moths and some
beekeepers have been using Dipel DF or Xen-Tari, both of which consist of
Bacillus thuringiensis. In the case of the latter, the subspecies is identical to
Certan: Bacillus thuringiensis aizawai (Bta). More information about these is
on the manufacturer’s website. They can be bought online. Xen-Tari is
available in smaller packaging and so costs less.
At Philip Argyle’s talk to MBKA recently, he mentioned Dipel as a solution to
wax moth problems. And recently on an online course, I asked about the use
of Xen-Tari. On both occasions, the question of regulatory approval arose.
Philip’s response was that as the treatment was used not as a medicine or
pesticide with bees in the hive, but on equipment in winter storage, he
doubted if the need for VMD approval was relevant. And if some felt that
approval was needed, what about the other unapproved products that were
used during winter storage: acetic acid, sulphur strips etc.?
The reason for the withdrawal of Certan B401 was that a new regulatory
regime came into force. This meant that the product could now not be sold
specifically for protection against wax moths on stored combs.
And because of that, there is no specific dilution for beekeepers’ use. David
Evans wrote on his solution to dilution: ‘if you grow tomatoes under cover, the
recommended dose is 100g per 100 litres of water i.e. a 0.1% solution. I’ve
used DiPel DF at a 1% concentration. I mixed the powder thoroughly 1 part in
20 and then used this stock solution 1:5 to make the working-strength
solution to be sprayed onto the frames.’
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However, many people find there is another solution to preventing wax moth
in supers, and stored brood combs: contrary to popular advice about giving
extracted combs back to the bees to clean up, they store them ‘wet’ – straight
from the extractor to the shed, or the stack in the apiary.
With thanks to Medway BKA via eBees

Refractometers – some handy hints
The bees reduce the water content of honey to less than
20% so that they can store it without fermentation setting
in. When they consume it, they reintroduce water. If we
attempt to store honey which consists of more than 20%
water, it is likely to ferment. It’s unlikely that the bees will
cap honey with more than 20% moisture so it’s usually
safe to assume that capped honey is ‘mature’ or ‘ripe’.
Testing to check whether honey is ready to remove from the hive can be
done by shaking the frame, or by testing a sample with a refractometer.
The ‘shake’ test: shake a frame of uncapped or partly capped honey over
the hive; if no nectar drips out, it’s probably safe to harvest. Ken Basterfield
NDB says that frequently there is no need to wait for honey to be capped –
and in the case of oilseed rape honey, it is not wise to do so.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Refractometers are instruments to measure something about honey
(the sugar content) to tell you something else (the water content).
a refractometer measures the difference in the angle of light entering
a substance to the angle at which it leaves it – recall your childhood
discovery of how a spoon in a glass of water seemed bent! light is
‘refracted’, or deflected, according to the density of solids (in this case,
sugars).
the angle of deflection is displayed on a scale in a refractometer which
displays the water content as a percentage.
honey must be well mixed before extracting the sample for
measurement.
honey must be clear and not part granulated.
readings are temperature dependent, so calibrate and use the
refractometer at the same temperature – as far as possible.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

20C – though ‘ATC’ on
a refractometer, as in
the image below,
indicates automatic
temperature
compensation.
if you don’t have
dioptric liquid for
calibrating, you can use
extra virgin olive oil.
calibration method: lift
the cover and place a
couple of drops of olive
oil on the prism plate;
cover and rotate the
calibration screw till the
scale reads 27% water
(71% Brix scale), which is the known water content of olive oil.
most refractometers have a Brix scale; best to get one with a scale for
water/moisture content, such as this one.
Brix measures sugar content so, in theory, subtracting Brix from 100
should give the water content.
if the image is fuzzy when you look through the eyepiece, rotate the
eyepiece – it’s a focusing ring.
clean the refractometer well after use
RTFM (read the flippin’ manual).

CLOSING THOUGHT: I’ve twice submitted honey to the National honey
Monitoring Scheme. As per the instructions, I scraped the sample container
across some capped honey on a frame, just removed from the hive. So,
definitely ripe/mature honey.
The report from the NHMS includes a moisture content reading (done with a
hand-held refractometer) as well as DNA analysis of pollen. The moisture
readings were 20 and 20.5% for the last two years. These do not compare
with my readings of the same honey after extraction which were in the range
17.518.5%.
Standard procedures for refractometer use include using mixed honey for
samples, and taking multiple readings.
With thanks to Medway BKA via eBees.
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BBKA President says decision to allow neonic use
on sugar beet is distressing
The government has ignored the advice of its scientific advisors
and allowed sugar beet farmers to use a banned,
bee-killing neonicotinoid pesticide in 2022.
British Sugar applied for the exemption to use the banned pesticide, known as
Cruiser SB or Thiamethoxam, because they are predicting high levels of virus
yellows which is carried by aphids.
The decision by environment secretary, George Eustice, was made despite
the Health and Safety Executive and the government’s own expert
Committee on Pesticides concluding that the requirements for an emergency
authorisation had not been met and that pollution from the Thiamethoxam
pesticide would damage river life.
Anne Rowberry, newly elected
President of the BBKA said: “This
decision shows little concern for our
bees and other pollinators. The
treatment will not just kill our bees now
but will affect them and the
environment for several years to come.
In its recent Environment Bill the
Government announced its commitment
to protect our environment and wildlife
yet, after eventually banning Neonicotinoids and despite all the rhetoric about
protection, they are now intending to allow the use of Thiamethoxam.”
This is the second year running that the Government has allowed banned bee
harming pesticides to be used by sugar beet farmers in England, threatening
our precious pollinators. Environmental organisations the RSPB, Friends of
the Earth, Buglife & The Wildife Trusts say the decision goes against the
government's green promises and will ultimately lead to the harm of wildlife.
Despite the exemption last year, bees were protected by a cold winter which
killed off large numbers of aphids, meaning the threshold for use was not met
and the pesticide was not used.
Anne said: “The BBKA is concerned about the Government’s lack of
commitment to uphold the promises made in the recent Environment Bill. The
granting of this derogation for the use of Thiamethoxam as part of a seed
dressing to protect sugar beet from Virus Yellow is distressing. They may
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have raised the threshold for the use of the pesticide but, in allowing this
treatment, thousands of bees and valuable pollinators will die.”
Thiamethoxam is known to have a devastating effect on wildlife- a single
teaspoon is toxic enough to kill 1.25 billion bees. Less than two months ago,
the Government adopted a legally binding commitment to halt the decline of
wildlife by 2030 within its flagship Environment Act.

“All our pollinators need protection; they are vital for food
production. The world would be a very different and poorer

“More research is needed, into the control of pests and
viruses without the use of lethal neonicotinoids. The
devastating effects on the environment and wildlife are
far reaching.

Honey Buckets – Food Grade Quality
Capacity: 11.3 litres / 32 pounds
With lid and reinforced handle
Price: £2 each
Telephone: David Tyler

01279 730 228 or mobile: 07955 768 124
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Obituary: Margaret Clay – Chelmsford Division
It is, with great sadness, that I must inform you of the death of Margaret
th
Clay, who passed away on 13 January, after a long illness.
Until recently Margaret had been a very active, experienced member of
Chelmsford Beekeepers. After attending our beginner’s course back in
2009 and, as is often the case, finding that one hive quickly multiplied,
she became an accomplished beekeeper with many hives and several
apiaries. Margaret was soon asked to join the CBK committee. In 2014
Margaret became Chair for 3 years and also served as a trustee for
Chelmsford Division on the CEC of Essex Beekeepers.

Having spent a lifetime in education, Margaret used her experience to
help train and mentor many new beekeepers. I am sure many of you will
remember her kind and gentle demeanour, sense of humour, her can do
approach, extensive plant knowledge and enthusiasm for all things bee
related.
She will be very sadly missed, our thoughts and best wishes go out to all
her family and, especially, to Tony, her husband.

Brian Spencer, Chairman
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Useful Contacts
President:
Jean Smye, Hon CLM
Chair of CEC Jane Ridler
Treasurer
Pat Allen
Secretary
Vanessa Wilkinson
Braintree
Bridget Mudd
Chelmsford
Jan Tutton

president@ebka.org
chair@ebka.org, 01799 218023
treasurer@ebka.org
secretary@ebka.org
braintree-trustee@ebka.org
chelmsford-trustee@ebka.org

Colchester

Andrew Linley

colchester-trustee@ebka.org

M&D

Glenn Mayes

maldon-trustee@ebka.org

Epping Forest Simon Nicholson
Harlow
Louise Carr
Romford
Jim McNeill
Saffron Walden Linda Yeats

epping-trustee@ebka.org
louise@louisecarr.com
romford.trustee@ebka.org
saffron-walden-trustee@ebka.org

Southend

southend-trustee@ebka.org

Chris Allen

EBKA Exam Sec Steph Green
Divisional Contacts
Braintree
Chelmsford
Colchester
Epping Forest
Harlow
Maldon & D.H.
Romford
Saffron Walden
Southend

examsec@ebka.org

John le Seve
Fiona Cutting
Morag Chase
Katy Langley
Vacant
Glen Mayes
Sue Richardson
Linda Yeats
Pat Holden

secbraintreebeekeepers@outlook.com
chelmsford-secretary@ebka.org
colchester-secretary@ebka.org
epping-secretary@ebka.org
maldon-secretary@ebka.org
romford-secretary@ebka.org
saffron-walden-secretary@ebka.org
southend-secretary@ebka.org

Regional Bee Inspectors
West Essex

Peter Folge

peter.folge@apha.gov.uk

07775119 433

Essex

Ian Nichols

Ian.nichols@apha.gov.uk

07557 178 416

The Essex Beekeeper
Magazine & Websi te
Editor and Advertising:
Dee Inkersole, editor@ebka.org
Website: Graeme Crook,
webmaster@ebka.org
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